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Molecular Genomics and Genetics

Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics is an Open Access journal with rapid peer-reviewed publishes in the field structural and functional analysis of the genome.

Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics is successfully released its Open Access week during Oct 15th-Oct 20th. Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics is offering discounts on its APC (Article Processing Charges) and immediate publication (within 21days from initial date of submission) for its upcoming issue Volume 8 Issue 3.

Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics deals with molecular, genetic and cellular basis of diseases, with growing opportunities and improving individualized patient care. It also focuses on the technology of genome, which includes high-throughput genotyping, sequencing and the study of gene expression.

We are happy to inform the visitors and readers of journal, during this year 2020, all issues of volume 8 were published online within the time and the printed issues were also brought out and dispatched within 30 days of publishing the issue online. Beside all these, the journal is planning to bring an online special issue in the upcoming year 2021. Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics is indexed in indexing databases like CAS Source Index (CASSI), Google Scholar, Open J Gate, RefSeek, Hamdard University, EBSCO A-Z. During this calendar year 2020 the journal received many high quality papers, which underwent the preliminary screening for plagiarism, peer-review process, and we published papers in the issues of 2020. The average review process time is 6-8 weeks from eminent reviewers. Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics also supports its related conferences or webinars which are going on worldwide. Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics has huge eminent editorial board members in the board who actively takes participation for the development of Journal. I would like to thank each and every person in my Editorial Board and reviewers actively taking part in reviewing the articles to publish papers. Thanks to their generous support towards the journal.

According to the Google Analytics our Journal of Clinical & Medical Genomics is getting good number of visitors to our website. Mostly readers/visitors are from Japan, India, USA, UK, Saudi, etc.

We are received good number of articles in 2020, expecting to receive more articles in the upcoming years.

More cooperation from authors, editors and reviewers and their flawless support will boost the journal to reach more heights in future.

We also invite eminent members to take part of Journal as Editorial Board member and support us in the development of journal.